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• Steel subsidies are harmful to the global steel market: 

– They decrease the efficiency of the steel market as a whole, as they 

maintain some inefficient firms in the market while causing others to 

leave 

– They impede a level-playing field, thus creating international trade 

frictions which can jeopardise free trade and have spill-over effects 

• An inventory of all government support measures 

impacting the steel industry is important: 

– To enable the study of the economic impact of different types of 

support measures 

– To pave the way to the definition of guidelines on government 

support measures, which is part of the Steel Committee Programme of 
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Outline 



• Government support programmes can be classified in a 

number of ways: 

– Specific vs non-specific measures 

– By purpose 

– Through a broad taxonomy 

• Classification by instrument type: 

– Is easier to use when collecting information at the recipient level  

– Is objective and unambiguous 

– Facilitates the quantification of the amount of support received. 

– Nevertheless, some government programme may use a number of 

different instrument types 
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Types of instruments 



– Cash grants, awards and cost refunds 

 

– Preferential loans, debt instruments placement, equity infusions 

and conversions 

 

– Guarantees and other transfers of liabilities 

 

– Debt forgiveness or restructuring 

 

– Tax benefits 

 

– Government approach to mergers and acquisitions 
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Types of instruments 



– Lower than market price fixing 

 

– Quotas to export 

 

– Export subsidies; Tariffs and quotas to imports 

 

– Local content support to consumers 

 

– Government procurement and local content requirement for 

government purchases 

 

– Lax enforcement of regulation 
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• A number of sources on government support exist: 

– Steel companies' periodic reports 

– Government official websites 

– Government national accounts 

– Government budget books 

– Notifications to the WTO Committee on Government support and 

Countervailing Measures 

– WTO dispute settlement gateway 

– World Bank Global Countervailing Duties database 

– Media and market intelligence report 
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Sources of information 



• Sources drawbacks: 

– All sources are incomplete, and none are timely enough, with the 

possible exception of media and market intelligence reports 

– Existing information is often difficult to extract within each source 

– The sources fall short of providing the needed transparency – even 

if exploited in full and jointly 

• An effective inventory would need: 

– To be exhaustive 

– To be detailed enough to allow for a quantification of government 

support (amounts, purpose, duration, recipients names, conditionality 

attached, interest rate if applicable…)  

– To cover main steel producing economies with the same degree of 

details 

– To be timely 
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• Existing disciplines include: 

– The WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures 

(“SCM Agreement”), which has a world-wide reach but is focused on 

trade issues. It also only takes place once a subsidy has been 

implemented and when this subsidy is actionnable. 

– Other trade agreements rules on subsidies: examples of the North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and of the Eurasian 

Economic Union (EEU)  

– The European Union Steel Aid rules, which are more stringent that 

general State Aid and implies ex-ante approval from the EU 

Commission 

– To some extent, the OECD Steel Committee mandate 
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• Principles mostly similar to the OECD agreed principles 

on agriculture support measures: 

– Principle 1: generation of transfers as the key criterion for inclusion in 

the inventory list 

– Principle 2: no consideration of the nature, objectives or economic or 

trade impacts of a measure beyond an “accounting” for transfer 

– Principle 3: measures not directed, in theory or in fact, towards the 

steel sector are not within the scope of the inventory 

– Principle 4: transfers generated by government support are measured 

in gross terms (as opposed to net steel revenues) 

– Principle 5: information on government support is to be collected both 

at the recipient and programme level (to mitigate the amount of missing 

information) 
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Outline 



• The Secretariat would continue working on an inventory 

list of subsidies: 

– Based on the five principles above (hence including support that is de 

facto specific or that is not clearly non-specific) 

– Drawing from all information sources listed 

– Classified by instrument type (at the recipient level) and by programme 

(at the economy level) with the list of associated instruments to each 

programme 

– Excluding, from the time being, export subsidies, tariffs on imports, 

quotas on import, and local content support to consumers 

– And would furthermore seek cooperation with the Directorate for Trade 

and Agriculture concerning a potential retrieving of data from countries’ 

annual budget books 
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Conclusion and proposed way forward 



Delegates are invited to discuss and agree on the following 

areas:  

• The taxonomy for government support measures used 

• The scope of instruments to be included in the first draft 

inventory 

• The level of detail on each measure of the inventory 

• Any additional tools that could help the Secretariat 

obtaining the necessary information 

• Next steps and milestones. 
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Issues for discussions 
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Thank you for 

your attention 


